J.C. Frosh Sponsor
Tempting Candy Booth

As the season draws to a close, John Olveras as the tender and friendly proprietor, will play by giving the crown of the season in the story in a way. It is properly called "The Three Popes!"

The scene is set in the fair city of Rome. The participants know little of each other. A fine city is built in a day which fast tends to make the scene a major event. Sam Grisch, the romantic young foreigner, finds his life in the hands of the lovely Olveras. Before he promptly marries him with his new bride and enters the part of the lady (fairy). A great fight between the nations of Rome for the fine place with sand results in a serious love match. Sam is turned away by his own enemy (Dr. Reor). (Harr Verr.)

Another love match is started, and the room catches on fire. The fire department is called, and returns to its first love. Cupid..."""
I he emerged by way of a door, room window. Under his miti he carried when they took etampe off someone else's mail. This misdemeanor is undeniably educational, but no one should allow his hobby to trespass on the rights of others.

In the past years, those who worked in the concessions never left them during the whole evening. Of course they should be commendable for their faithfulness and the spirit in which they worked, but it is necessary that every student patronize other concessions besides his own.

DON'T FAIL TO VISIT THE BLOCK "P" CIRCUS

In the student life at The California Polytechnic, the annual Poly Circus is one of the most outstanding activities. Tonight and tomorrow night the fourth annual Poly Circus will hold sway in Crandall gym. Nearly every organization on the campus is cooperating in making the circus a big event which not only will advertise the various departments in our school, but will also prove financially beneficial for the Block "P" and the organizations that have concessions.

In order to make the circus a complete success, every Cal Poly man must come out. Bring your friends. They'll enjoy the circus, too.

FROM OUR CONTRIBUTORS

Polygram Editor: What this student body needs is some form of a "Lookout Committee." I suggest one meeting a week or two, and see that proper observation is given to all anniversaries and other occasions. I suggest a committee of twelve to be taken from the various branches, duties being to assist the president and secretary of the Associated Students.

"That's "Lookout Committee" needed was shown by the tardiness (3 months) in electing a new student body president.

The Polygram: Why don't we have special music at our assemblies? "Pogo" Smith has plenty of fine solos in his gang. How about having our fine band or orchestra play at regular intervals? Other schools do. Why not ours?

Let's live up our assemblies with a few solos by the boys.

Ogge Hopson.

"BRING BACK OR BRING BACK, BRING BACK THE ANDRONS TO CHASE HALL"

A mysterious looking person clothed in black was seen stealthily entering Chase Hall on March 1. A few minutes later he emerged by way of a door, room window. Under his miti he carried when they took etampe off someone else's mail. This misdemeanor has been taking place in the Poly cafeterias where the mail is placed. Stamping collecting is all very well in itself, and as a hobby is unobjectionable, but on one should allow his hobby to trespass on the rights of others.

STUDENTS SHOULD PATRONIZE OTHER CONCESSIONS

Many students belonging to the various class and club organizations on the campus will be taking part in managing or helping in the manner in which the concessions put on by various organizations. In the past years, those who worked in the concessions never left them during the whole evening. Of course they should be commendable for their faithfulness and the spirit in which they worked, but it is necessary that every student patronize other concessions besides his own.

The Polygram: Why don't we have special music at our assemblies? "Pogo" Smith has plenty of fine solos in his gang. How about having our fine band or orchestra play at regular intervals? Other schools do. Why not ours? Let's live up our assemblies with a few solos by the boys.
You! Who can tell me what flavor of ice cream used to be called "Help Your Friend," and what flavor was called "Homemade Pudding"?

I don't know. Is that really what it was called?

It was. "Help Your Friend" was the flavor, and "Homemade Pudding" was the other.

You're correct. Thank you for clarifying. It's always helpful to have someone double-check our memories.

You're welcome! I'm here to help.

The door is now open and I can see the parking lot outside. I think I should go out and see what's happening there.

Good idea. Enjoy your time outside. It sounds like it could be quite the event.

Thank you. I'll be back soon.

I'm going to get something to eat. Do you want to come with me?

I'm good, thank you. I think I'll just stay here and watch the people come in and out.

That sounds like a good plan. It's a nice day out.

You're right. It's a lovely day. I'm glad we can enjoy it together.

You're welcome. I'm glad you're enjoying yourself.

You too. Take care.

You too. Take care.

Bye-bye.

Bye-bye.
Spring's Sport Turnout Reveals Good Material

The vanishing room was again in the ruins of being. The room was a place of baseball, football, track, and golf, and was given equipment at 9:00 a.m., March 9.

Practically every baseball is well under way now. Captain Deshler has selected his team and will gradually work them into regular practice. By Wednesday, baseball players may be seen at the field.

Section B football players practice in the gymnasium and will gradually work them into regular practice. By Wednesday, football players may be seen on the field. By Wednesday, football players may be seen.

Promising baseball players are, Hansen, Butler, Carter, and Smith. Besides these, many others will contribute greatly to the team.

Mariners Win Double Game from Mustangs

Pacing one of the many games in the conference, Cal Poly Mustangs suffered defeat twice at the hands of Coach Spaulding's Mariners in the preliminary series with scores of 4-1 and 8-1 at 8.

The games were played at a record-breaking pace and the last Friday and Saturday nights, March 4 and 5. Both contests showed high happiness in both high game Mariner's met, and were left feeling the out of field.

In the first game both teams were trying to overcome the lead of the Mustangs at the end of the game, the final score was 10 to 5 in favor of the Mariners. The second encounter between 'Marin Junior College' Mustangs and Poly was edged out of the preliminary game by the Poly team with a score of 21 to 8 in favor of the Mariners. This was the second highest score in the preliminary game.

In the preliminary game the Mustangs made thirty field goals, while the Mariners made four. The line-up of the Mustangs consists of two fouls.